Pine Ridge Park
Disc Golf Course

Disc Golf Course Rules
Disc Golf is played like golf. One
stroke is counted each time the
disc is thrown or when a penalty
is incurred. The lowest score
wins.
Tee Throws: Tee throws must be
made from within or behind tee
areas.
Lie: The spot where the previous
throw landed.

Completion of Hole: A disc
dropping into the basket constitutes completion of that hole.
Unplayable Lie: Any disc that
lands more than six feet above
ground is considered an unplayable lie. The disc must be thrown
from the new lie on the ground,
directly below the unplayable lie.
A one stroke penalty is assessed.

Out of Bounds: A throw that
Throwing Order: After teeing
lands out of bounds must be
off, the player whose disc is furplayed from the point where the
thest from the hole throws first. To disc went out of bounds. All roads
avoid being hit, other players
are always out of bounds. A one
should stand behind the individual stroke penalty is assessed.
throwing the disc.
Fairway Throws: The spot of
your previous throw becomes the
foul line. As you throw, your
front foot may not go past the
spot where the disc has landed.
Putt Throws: Within 10 yards of
the basket, a player may not step
past the point of lie in making
the putt throw. Falling or jumping
throws are prohibited.
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Course Courtesy: Be aware that
Pine Ridge Park has many visitors. Don’t throw until players
and other park users are out of
range. Watch out for cars while
playing.
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